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purpose. Research and development without a political constituency is of little practical use to elected policy makers.
Most of the money spent on knowledge development was not spent on research.  It was spent on providing Jobs, training, and education to disadvantaged youths. Most of the decisions about which organizations would receive YEDPA discretionary funds were not based on the proven research capacity of those organizations, or even the expected payoff of the funds in research results.  In fact, most organizational recipi-ents were chosen on the basis of the constituencies they represented. Within the vast collection of projects that knowledge development comprised were a limited number of projects chosen explicitly for their research value—some on the basis of congressional intent, some on the basis of OYP's policy research agenda.  It was in this limited array of projects that the research payoff of knowledge development was to occur.
One can argue about whether the research agenda was well formulated, whether the right projects were chosen and developed in the right ways, whether the Proportion of constituency-based projects was too large, or whether the right organizations were represented in the constituency-based projects.  But it is difficult to argue with the fact that most of what goes on in research and development activities of the scale represented by YEDPA consists of delivering Services to constituents, not doing research.  It is also difficult to argue with the fact that creating political constituencies is an important part of the process of getting from research to a change in policy.
This intimate connection between delivering constituent Services and discovering effects did not elude Congress, nor did it elude Taggart when he deployed YEDPA discretionary money.  It did, however, seem to elude many of the social scientists and policy analysts who criticized the knowledge development effort.  The confusion between "advocacy" and "research" troubled some, äs did the raggle-taggle quality of the research in many of the demonstration projects.  Anxious to show that social science could deliver clear, policy-relevant guidance, they failed to see that the delivery of Services was driving research, not vice versa.
There is vicious paradox in the use of social science rhetoric to justify social Intervention.  YEDPA is described äs an attempt to find out what works, when in fact it was an attempt to deliver Services to constituents while at the same time finding out what works.  Because many people, even the politically sophisticated who presumably know better, accept that the primary purpose was to find out what works, the "mere" delivery of Services becomes tainted.  It is not enough to get the money out to the right people and to get the right organizations involved in searching for Solutions to the problems of disadvantaged youths.  If the delivery of Services does not add significant new knowledge to social science, or provide Solutions to the problem of structural unemployment, it is a failure.  Anything short of significant new social science knowledge is just pork barrel.  There is nothing wrong with aspiring to significant new social science knowledge, or to long-term Solutions to structural unemployment.  The problem occurs when, aspiring to these things, we conclude that merely providing Jobs, training, and education to disadvantaged youths, and merely building a

